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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Fosshape:  Shape Shifters and Textural Transformations 
 
Students will transform a revolutionary 2D material called Fosshape—a unique, low melt, synthetic polyester fiber 
that when exposed to heat and pressure easily hardens—in many exciting ways. A comprehensive array of 
techniques taught in class include 3D methods of construction such as machine and hand stitching to create form, 
ruching and plaiting for dimension, heat distressing for texture, crocheting, knitting and molding for sculptural 
shape, and 2D methods of embossing, collage, weaving, and layering to create paintings, mixed media collages, 
for use as book covers and more. Create and build shape, fuse pieces together for temporary hold, distress for 
texture, cut and stretch to transform mass, and mold over objects to create form. Before being heated, while still 
a soft material, students will apply simple, dye/paint techniques using DyeNaFlow non-toxic, permanent dyes to 
add paint and acrylics as quick methods of applying color. Mixed media brought from home will further transform 
your personal creative vision, enhance existing projects, embellish surfaces, add depth through built-up texture, 
and more.  
 
Turn your pieces into sculptures, vessels, “paintings”, representational forms, or wearable art.  Practical 
applications include maquettes, bases for other art/craft projects, an armature for structure, theatrical set pieces 
and costumes, and more that can be utilized in your own art or craft practice after the workshop. Rich is the 
leading educator for this incredible material.  You will be provided with extensive practical handouts, 
presentations, and ideas to inspire you. Come and learn techniques you won’t find anywhere else!  
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

! *Sketch paper, *drawing implements 
! Mixed media: can include *fabrics, unusual fabrics, yarn, roving, *beads, items you like to use when 

creating 
! Tools you like to use: crochet hooks, knitting needles, needle felting equipment, small weaving loom, 

recycled materials 
! Heat embossing gun (used in scrapbooking) and a heat gun if you have one/them 
! Hard items made from porcelain or wood or metal- simple forms you can try molding over; metal grids, 

holey things, porcelain sculptures  
! Inspirations-your sketches, photos, etc.  
! FOSSHAPE:  If you want to have extra Fosshape on hand if you create quickly or want to work LARGE, 

pre-order and bring with you. We will be using both 300 and 600 weights. 
! Sewing machine if you are driving:  attachments, threads, foot pedal, extension cord 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
MATERIALS FEES: $85.00-$155.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 



monaleisa@bellsouth.net 
www.monaleisa.com 

www.animalalphabettravelingtwisters.com 
www.facebook.com/Leisa-Rich-Visual-Artist-and-Art-Educator-276803820724/ 

Twitter: richmadeart 


